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A complete menu of The Grand Gem from Johor Bahru covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What John Woo likes about The Grand Gem:
I ordered about food panda and enjoyed my meal of the slice butter masala, mix pakoras and naan. the pakoras
were crispy and had a nice mix of vegetables. there was a generous amount of wipe in the butter masala and it

has a beautiful balance of sweet and spicy. all looked at, I am very happy and full of my meal and look forward to
order again. highly recommended, absolutely a five-star restaurant! the best pakoras i... read more. The Grand

Gem The brilliant Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the perfect balance of familiar flavors and exciting new
creations will amaze!, On the menu there are also several Asian meals. If you decide to come for breakfast, you
are offered a hearty brunch, the brilliantly inventive fusion of an assortment of components guarantees visitors

an unforgettable taste experience of this expertly prepared fusion cuisine.
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